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QUESTION 1

You receive an application from the development department, and you detect there is a new issue causing 

poor performance. 

Which application tuning sequence is correct? 

A. 1. identify long-running queries and statements2. analyze query using RDBMS tools3. locate corresponding query in
the log4. trace slow operations5. tune query by re-composition or adding indexes 

B. 1. trace slow operations2. identify long-running queries and statements3. locate corresponding query in the log4.
analyze query using RDBMS tools5. tune query by re-composition or adding indexes 

C. 1. tune query by re-composition or adding indexes2. locate corresponding query in the log3. trace slow operations4.
identify long-running queries and statements5. analyze query using RDBMS tools 

D. 1. locate corresponding query the session log2. analyze query using RDBMS tools3. tune query by recomposition or
adding indexes4. identify long-running queries and statements5. trace slow operations 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the right approach of DQL query tuning when a user complains about performance problems? 

A. 1. trace operation with the Content Server installation owner account 2. locate SQL statement in session logfile 3. get
the query plan for this SQL statement using database tools 4. tune the query and re-test the operation 

B. 1. trace operation with the user or a user equivalent account 2. locate SQL statement in session logfile 

3. get the query plan for this SQL statement using database tools 4. tune the query and re-test the operation 

C. 1. trace operation with the user account 2. locate SQL statement in agentexec logfile 3. get the query plan for this
SQL statement using database tools 4. tune the query and re test the operation 

D. 1. trace operation with the repository owner account 2. locate SQL statement in agentexec logfile3. get the query
plan for this SQL statement using database tools 4. tune the query and re-test the operation 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which DQL hint could be used to help to optimize a complex query where the join seems to be the major bottleneck? 

A. INDEX 

B. RETURN_TOP 

C. FORCE ORDER 
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D. OPTIMIZE_TOP 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You have a client with offices on four different continents. They have a primary repository located in the United States,
which they want to share with all offices. The offices outside of the U.S. have very minimal IT support available. The
content is mostly read-only, with most of the updates done in the 

A. S. The same content is used at all the remote locations. The content files are very large, and take a long time to
download at the remote locations. What repository configuration would require the least IT support at the remote offices
and still deliver a local copy of frequently-used content? 

B. place a Content Server at the U.S. site with distributed filestores at each remote site 

C. place a Content Server at the U.S. site and place Branch Office Caching servers at the remote sites 

D. place Content Servers at all sites and use replication to move the shared content from the primary repository to the
content servers at the remote sites 

E. place a content server at the US site with distributed filestores at each remote site and use replication to move the
shared content from the primary repository to the content servers at the remote sites 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

How does Accelerated Content Services (ACS) improve performance for end users? 

A. It stores a remote copy of files to speed subsequent requests. 

B. It compresses content for transmission to the client, using an archiving format. 

C. It bypasses the Content Server getfile and delivers content directly from the filestore to the Unified Content Facilities
(UCF) client asynchronously with Content Server sessions. 

D. It caches small chunks of content data at each end of the network link and passes only a token to the chunks for
reassembly upon request. 

Correct Answer: C 
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